EEWOWW is an online authoring tool that streamlines professional writing process.
It provides an integrated platform from data collecting, citation management, manuscript formatting, to originality checking and sharing. It is the cradle nursing your
ideas into reality.

Provosts & Presidents

How to improve the
ROI for research
funding?
Researchers

Trouble getting
published and cited?
EEWOWW streamlines your workﬂow
from data collecting, authoring and
formatting, to originality checking and
sharing.

Undergraduates &
Corporate Professionals

How to improve
formal writing skills
and communication?
EEWOWW helps you to create quality
content with professional citations and
share and collaborate with your peers.

EEWOWW improves research integrity,
maintains consistent quality, and
increases research output.
University Publishers

How to get indexed
and grow impact?
EEWOWW ensure originality of the
publication, aligning the journal with
international standards, and achieving
greater impact.
Librarians

Too much contents,
too little usage?
EEWOWW helps end-users to increase
productivity and improve research quality.

Whether you’re a researcher, student, lawyer, engineer or in any profession that requires
information collection, analysis, result writing and sharing, EEWOWW is the service for you.

Store documents, slides,
webpages, bookmarks, even video
clips in an organized way.

Search and add content into
EEWOWW in a few clicks.

Searching
Evolve your ideas
by sharing and
collaborating with
peers.

Document
Management
Put your ideas into
writing any time,
anywhere, on all
devices.

Texting

Sharing

Originality
Checking

Formatting
Referencing

Check originality of your
text and explore similar
ideas while you write.

Prepare manuscripts in a
professional format.
Select citation style and generate
reference list automatically.

Institutions will beneﬁt from EEWOWW’s institutional license by-- 5GB cloud storage for every registered user
- Unlimited submissions for originality check
- Integration with iThenticate (plagiarism checking
service)*
- Integration with institution-subscribed databases*

- Integration with customized writing templates
- 1000+ citation styles
- Option for local hosting
(*terms & conditions may apply)

For more information, please visit www.EEWOWW.com
Or contact

